Self-consistent field lattice model study on the phase behavior of physically associating polymer solutions.
The phase behavior of physically associating polymer solutions, where the polymer chain contains a small fraction of "stickers" regularly placed along the backbone, is studied using self-consistent field lattice model. Two inhomogenous morphologies are observed. One is a microfluctuation homogenous (MFH) morphology, where the mean-field values of the local average concentrations of polymers phi(P)(r) and stickers phi(st)(r) slightly fluctuate around their respective bulk average values phi(P) and phi(st) and regularly from site to site. The other is a randomly close-packed micelle (RCPM) morphology. The structure of the micelle in RCPM morphology is similar to that of the "flower micelle" in the telechelic associative polymer system, where stickers are located in the core of the micelle and nonsticky groups in the corona. When phi(P) approximately or > 0.08, if homogenous associating polymer solutions are cooled, MFH morphology appears, and the system entirely changes from homogenous solutions (HS) to MFH morphology; If the solutions are cooled further, RCPM morphology appears. When phi(P) < 0.08, however, RCPM morphology appears immediately. If phi(P) < 0.53, a macroscopic phase separation, where the polymer rich phase is RCPM morphology, occurs. If phi(P) approximately or > 0.53, only RCPM morphology is found in the system. A peak appears in the temperature-dependent specific-heat curve C(V)(chi) at each transition point. For the HS-MFH transition, C(V)(chi) has an abrupt increase and a slow decrease, whereas for the MFH-RCPM transition, both the increase and the decrease in C(V)(chi) are slow. Furthermore, the system with only MFH morphology may be trapped in one of the two energy basins in a experimental time scale. However, the appearance of RCPM morphology means that the system is trapped in one of a series of "deeper" energy basins, and it is very difficult to jump off this deep basin into the one of MFH morphology or one of the other RCPM morphologies through thermal fluctuations.